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Abstract: Wireless Ad Hoc Sensor Networks are the networks with will collection of wireless devices. They meant for 

some kind of sensing tasks. There are many real world utilities of these kinds of network. For instance, they are used 

for environment monitoring, studying wildlife habitat besides a plethora of military and civilian applications. These 

sensor networks suffer from lack of resources. In other words, they do have fewer resources such as energy. Therefore 

they are subjected to numerous attacks. Resource depletion attack or vampire attack is one such attack where a 

compromised node involves in generating more network traffic which depletes energy of the nodes. The vampire node 

behaves as per the underlying protocol making the network difficult to detect such attack. This is the problem to be 

addressed. Recently Vasserman and Hopper proposed a method to prevent “vampire attacks” in Ad Hoc Sensor 

Networks. Their research reveled that vampire attacks are not specific to any protocol. However, they depend on many 

routing protocols. In this paper we implement a prototype application that simulates the Wireless Ad Hoc Sensor 
Network with number of nodes and sink with the resource depletion attack model. Our empirical results reveal that the 

prototype is able to provide encouraging results.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Sensor Networks are widely used for various real 
world applications both in civilian and military purposes. 

The sensor networks help in sensing data from 

surroundings and send to base stations or sink. A 

collection of sensor nodes generate data and send it to the 

sink in many to one communication. The nodes are 

expected to cooperate with other nodes in the network for 

data transmission. In this sense, every node will act as 

transmitter and receiver. A typical sensor node appears as 

shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1 – Typical wireless sensor network 

 

 As can be shown in Figure 1, wireless sensor network is a 

collection of sensor nodes which can sense data about 

targets. The sensor nodes sense the unknown object data 

and send to sink node.  The sink node can be accessed by 

authorized users through Internet. In fact the sink node can  

 

be queried in order to monitor the area under coverage of 
WSN.  

In this paper we present a simulation application that 

demonstrates a typical WSN with collection of nodes 

sending data sink. The application simulates source node, 

destination node, sink node and intermediate node. It 

demonstrates energy depletion attacks and the prevention 

of such attacks. The remainder of the paper is structured as 

follows. Section II presents related work. Section III 

provides the prototype application details. Section IV 

presents the experimental results while section V 

concludes the paper. 
  

II. RELATED WORK 

Energy depletion attacks are potential problems in WSN. 

In [1] early mention of power related problems were 

discussed and named it as “sleep deprivation torture”. 

Another research in [2] takes care of “denial-of-sleep” 

where attacks are considered at MAC layer. In [3] and 4] 

experiments are made on resource exhaustion problems at 

MAC and also transport layers in wireless networks. 

Malicious circles were described in [5] and [6] for 

increasing efficiency of MAC layer and corresponding 

routing protocols.  
 

Depletion of resources is very dangerous in power 

constrained systems. SYN flood attacks [7] are one of the 

popular examples for power depletion kind. When power 

depletion occurs each node gets exhausted with respect to 

energy and finally switched off. It causes the reduction of 

network life time. Such attacks can be defeated using 

cryptographic puzzles as explored in [8], [9] and [10]. 

These solutions can avoid malicious nodes in wireless 

networks. As vampire attacks depend on amplification, 
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these solutions are not effective to justify a perfect 

solution.  

There are other researches as explore in [11], [12], [13], 

[14], [15], [16], [17] for attacks and defenses pertaining to 

QoS and network performance. Transport layer is the main 

focus of this research where vampires do not drop packets 

but they cause heavy consumption of energy. Energy 

depletion attack is the focus of this paper.  

 
III. PROTOTYPE APPLICATION 

We built a prototype application that simulates the 

Wireless Sensor Network environment and demonstrates 

malicious attacks that can cause resource depletion in the 

network. These attacks lead to the reduction of network 

life time.  

 
Figure 3 – UI for source node 

 
As can be seen in figure 3, it is evident that the prototype 

application has provision for simulating the source node 

which sends data to destination node. The data is 

transmitted to destination through intermediary nodes.  

 
Figure 4 – UI for sink 

 

As can be seen in Figure 4, it is evident that the sink node 

functionality is simulated here. It is able to provide honest 

and malicious nodes data besides eliminating such attack 

by rejecting them. The sink node is supposed to get data 

from sensor nodes.  

 
Figure 5 – UI for an intermediary node that can forward 

data to destination 

 

As can be seen in Figure 5, it is evident that the 
intermediate node is capable of sending data to destination 

through other nodes possible in the middle.  
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Experiments are made with the prototype application 

where the simulation is made to obtain statistics of the 

attack model. The results are obtained in terms of faction 
of total nodes versus fraction of node energy consumed.  

 
Figure 1 – Node energy distribution under various attack 

models 

 

As can be seen in Figure 1, it is evident that the energy 

consumption of the stretch attack is more than that of 

carousel attack. The honest scenario exhibits least energy 
consumption that is the normal scenario.  
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Figure 2 – Energy consumption against stretch attack 

 
When malicious nodes transferring various numbers of 

packets with long paths built artificially, the fraction of 

energy consumed is plotted. The results revealed that with 

more number of packets and hops, the energy consumption 

is more.  

 
Figure 3 – Malicious route stretch versus energy 

consumption 

 

As can be seen in Figure 3, it is evident that the energy 

consumption is more with number of packets more and 

hops are more with respect to the fraction of energy 
consumed.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we studied energy draining attacks in 

Wireless Ad Hoc Sensor networks. Since the sensor 

networks are resource constrained, they are vulnerable to 

various attacks. Especially the energy depletion attack is 

devastating. The vampire node, the node which has been 

compromised, behaves as per the underlying protocol 

making the network difficult to detect such attack. Since 

the vampire node sends protocol compliant messages, it is 

possible that the other nodes believe the messages as 

genuine and try to answer them. In this process lot of 
unnecessary messaging takes place. This causes other 

nodes to lose energy resources and finally switched off. 

This way all nodes are gradually coming out of network 

and the network life span gets decreased drastically  

This is one of the potential attacks in the network that 

cause maximum damage and the purpose of deploying 

such network is defeated. To overcome this problem we 

built a solution in this paper and that is demonstrates 

through a prototype, a custom simulator, built using Java 

programming language. The simulation results reveal that 

such attacks can be prevented and this will help in real 

time implementation of a protocol to prevent attacks. In 

future we intend to work on the similar kind of attacks in 
other wireless networks. 
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